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f This invention relates to dental plate cases-and 
has for the primary object theprovis'ion of kan 
eñîcient and inexpensive device of this character 
in vwhich a person lmay 
plates thereof when removed from the mouth'to 
protect the teethagainst lforeign mattei' and ̀ from 
being lost and misplaced and which maybe car~ 
ried about without damaging the teeth or the 
plate. ' ' ; ` ` 

to be hereinafter 
claimed. ,l 

For a complete understanding of my inven 
tion, reference'is to be had to the following de 
scription and accompanying drawing, in which 
Figure 1 is` a. top plan'view showing a dental ' 

case constructed in accordance with my` inven» 
tion and occupying an open position.  

Figure 2`is a vertical sectional vìewshowing 
the case in a closed position. 
Figure 3 is a sectional view'taken on line 3-3 y i 

of Figure 2. 

Figure ‘l is a top plan view'illustrating'a rnodi-Á ñed form of Vmy invention and illustrating thel 
saine in an open position.' i Y’ . -  

Á Figure 5~is a__vertical sectional View illustrating 
a modified form "of the invention.` " l `~ 

Referring in detail to the drawing, the numeral 
'i indicates a case especially designed to accom 

dental plates and con 

includes a bottom Wall '4 and upstanding side 
walls 5 arranged in parallelism and a curved end 
Wall 6 and a straight end wall 1. e The straight end 1 

are connected by 
a hinge 8 land one of theicurved end walls of oney 
of the sections has a spring catch 9 thereon yto 
engage With a keeper IB on the curved end wall` 

and rising from the bottom Awalls of the sections 
2 and, 3 are elongated enlargements H. The 
enlargements are also integrai with the straightA 
end walls and are spaced from the'side Walls and 
the curved end walls of said 

which may be positioned dental plates. The 

keep'false teeth and the ' 

\ dicated by the character l2. 
lments Il may be coveredwith 
lThis lining maybe of a material capable of being 

l Washed to keep the device in 
tion. ' 

With these and other objects‘in View, this in-` 
vention consists in certain novely features of con-Ay Y 

and arrangementïof parts f. 
more fullyv described> and ' 

and l3. Each section  

` therein substantially 

sections forming inl 
«Y the latter. substantially U-shaped seats, A inv a ,sections from each @then 

dental »plates may have frictional'contact with 
the enlargements ll andthe side Walls and 
curved end wallsv of the sections of the case there- ' 

plates against excessive 
, The inner Walls of the 

a suitable-lining, in 
` Also the enlarge 

a suitable'lining. 

by retaining'the dental 
movements on the seats. 
case may be covered with 

a sanitaryr condi-k 

, The hinge r8 supports a partition I3l for 1nove` 
ment relative to either of the sections 2 and 3. 
When the‘sections 2 and 3 are closed, the parti- , 
tionA I3 separates said sections from each other. 
Referring to my modiñed form of the inven 

tion a case I4 is provided ̀ for the .accomodation 
of a single dental plate, The case I4 is of a 
shape and construction corresponding to. one'of 
the sections of the form, of the invention shown 
in Figure 1 and has hinged thereto a cover I5 by 
a spring inñuencedhinge i6 acting always to urge 
the cover in closed position. `. \ _ K‘ 

The types of cases described and shown in the 
drawing may be constructed from »any material 
suitable for the purpose and will provide elh 
cient protection to dental plates ̀ 'against damage 
and being contacted `by foreign >matter >when ‘ 
dental plates are removed from the mouth.- ̀ Also 
to a great extent the misplacement of dental 
plates Will- be prevented through the use _of this 
invention. 

' What isclaimed is: 
A dental case comprising companion case 

lsections> each including a bottom’wall, parallel 
side walls,v an 'end curved Wall and a straight 
end Wall, a ̀ ,hinge 'joining the straight end Walls 
of lsaid case`> sections whereby the case sections 

»may be folded onto each other,1 a separable 
» fastener connected to the case sections, ‘enlarge 
`mentsi formed ‘on’ the bottom Walls and the Y 
straight end Walls "’of the case sections to deñne 

_U-shaped seats for the ac-y 
commodation of dental plates, and a lining ap 
plied tothe interior faces of the Walls of the v 
case sections and the enlargements, and a parti 
tion carried by thehinge` :for closing theL case 
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